
resistance to concept. The level of historical
and conceptual instability they both show,
bring us back to the ambiguity at their base,
the principle of affirmation and subtraction, a
mix of order and disorder, of blind faith in pro-
gress and insatiable critical passion, the
constant research for effectiveness using scien-
tific advances that are transformed into
industrial applications on the one hand and
the constant search for the gap/distance on the
other, the propensity for the abstraction of
models and formalisms of science on the one
hand and then, the opposite, a passion for the
real, the relative, the contingent –a double arti-
culation of the modern project that is at the
basis of all of the artistic revolutions of the last
century.

In one way, fashion and modernity echo one
another in the affirmation of the same princi-
ple of contradiction, that makes a crisis a
positive value, and time passing a promise and
a threat at the same time. Fashion, as a marker
of this changing temporality, creates, at the
very heart of modernity, that which threatens it
from the inside of its affirmations and its foun-
ding beliefs. Fashion institutes the over-
shooting of modernity at the very heart of the
movement that founded it, and that brings it
paradoxically and inexorably to the side of tra-
dition, in the institution of the “new” as a
recurring motif. In this way, the “post” is an
integral part of the modern movement, as a
regime founded on innovation and an always
more aggressive conquest of the future, and, as
such, on the rapid “out of dateness” of the
objects and signs it attempts to promote.
Fashion insinuates doubt and institutes this
gap, this disorder that prefigures an order to
come at the very heart of modern rationality
and its “grand founding narratives”. Finally, fas-
hion teaches us that modernity is a fleeting
idea on which a time or an age we could qualify
upstream as classic-modern moves like an
acrobat, constantly to-ing and fro-ing, and ano-
ther time, that we could qualify as modern-
postmodern, that begins with the affirmation
of modernity itself. But the line is a broken
one, that seems to wash up on the shores of a
present that is difficult to grasp, to which the
art of avant-gardes desperately attempts to

1/ The innate link between fashion and moder-
nity has often been stressed. Indeed,
modernity and fashion do seem to be intrinsi-
cally linked to the point of having been
assimilated by one another, both terms digging
into the other for the very meaning of their
implementation in the reality of the last cen-
tury, as an emblematic and recurring but at the
same time unstable motif, as if resistant to all
attempts at conceptualisation, except perhaps
in the poetic prose of someone like
Baudelaire.

It is just as difficult to conceptualise modernity,
which, as Baudrillard told us, is not a concept,
but at best a notion that can only be defined by
default, the very opposite of tradition. If
modernity is so difficult to outline, including
its historical scale (modernity began with the
industrial age, but, it is true that modern times
began with the Renaissance, and historians
and university professors are constantly revi-
sing the dating of the modern period, and the
question as to what is modern and what is
not), fashion is no easier, its variations are so
numerous, from the recognition of clothing as
a fashion object in the 14th century, up until
the appearance of unisex fashion in the sixties.
This is why both seem to rebel against the big
theories that try to grasp them into an inclu-
sive point of view (in the same way that we are
constantly re-writing modernity in the very
movement of its ending or obsolescence,
attempts to grasp fashion as a system do not
appear convincing, even in the words of a wri-
ter as sharp as Roland Barthes). 

It would appear that we can, however, agree
on certain characteristic traits, that enable us
to grasp fashion and modernity, in the move-
ment of their subtle articulation and their
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attach itself, and which attracts it literally like a
magnet, calls for the “presentification” of time
and space that resolve themselves, or, more to
the point “synthesise themselves” today in new
regimes of temporality –where the new modes
of time-compressing are the live, the real time,
the impossible fusion of the present, past and
future promised by end-of-time fantasies and
current and virtual games. To the extent that
we are able to say that while the first modernity
comes under the sign of the conquest of the
future and the cult of the new (the famous tra-
dition of the new that Harold Rosenberg spoke
of), that invents itself in times and places of
everyday life, it is the pure present, the empire
of the now that runs our lives today.

2/ Thus, Impressionism, through its exposure
of the present as a paradigm for the work of
art, was the time and the place of this echo bet-
ween fashion and modernity under the
auspices of a present that was difficult to grasp
and retain in its flight. It is useful to stop for a
moment to examine the images and meta-
phors most often associated with fashion
phenomena. Their register of predilection,
their climax is that of Impressionism, and more
generally of all artists, whom, from a certain
Realism (that of Courbet, for example), up to
Impressionism and Cubism chose to throw off
the Christian baggage of fixed things, and to
take on board all that is movement, flux, pas-
sage, élan, flow, circulation and instability. It is
notable that among painters (or even sculp-
tors, Rodin is part of this line of artists), the
question is always one of moving away from
the paintings of history, and even more so from
gaudy mythological references, to work on
depicting the quotidian, on time passing, and
which means, among other things, in a
modern city, the fleeting apparition of passers-
by, the new divinities that are like so many
invitations to celebrate the value of exhibition
against the value of contemplation, entertain-
ment as opposed to worship. This is why the
encounter between fashion and modernity in
painting happens under the sign of the light-
ness and frivolity celebrated by the
Impressionists, and which is expressed in their
taste for floating worlds, everyday scenes,

party and entertainment scenes. Evidence of
this was the fashion for Japanese etchings
among Impressionists, another genre inspired
by a taste for frivolity, for floating worlds and
light women that transposed a certain Oriental
fashion into the West. This acclaim for the
moment was translated into the celebration of
the changing weather, a feel for climate, and
the emphasis on fluids over solids, on the
moving and mobile over the immobile and sta-
ble: water, rain, clouds, seas, rivers, snowy
landscapes, play on light, reflections, mirrored
images and trembling weather in sails, the
Impressionists constantly left realism behind
in favour of an evanescent and fragile lands-
cape, doomed to disappear like all things
ephemeral.

3/ The wave, and even more so the crest that
pulls it forward, is doubtless the most appro-
priate image to characterise the relationship
between fashion and history in the modern
age. First of all, because the image was greatly
favoured by the landscape painters in the 19th
century, as a motif that linked romanticism and
realism in Courbet, but also because this
image, more than any other, was used (as in
French the word “vague” is so close to “vogue”,
also from the maritime lexicon) to designate
trends such as the “nouvelle vague” (new
wave) in cinema. Some go beyond simple
metaphors, going as far as to quote René
Thom’s epistemology to support the idea of
the relation between fashion and history as a
wave and its crest. So Walter Moser wrote:
“Fashions are not outside of history, they
encompass and feed off one another. In a nat-
uralising metaphor, their relationship is that of
a wave with the crest that rides it and is at the
head of its movement. Since Mathematical
models of morphogenesis by René Thom, we
know that this example is more –or less– just a
metaphor. It is a case-study in natural morpho-
genesis whose topological intelligibility René
Thom proposes to transpose to human history.
The wave and its crest, distinct in their forms,
belong to the same element. History and fash-
ion are both temporal. However, there are
“multiple temporalities”, and as Ricœur says,
the “discordances of rhythm between multiple



not escape, even in its most radical splits and
schisms, this question of rules and calcula-
tions, and indeed, architectural modernism
has always proclaimed its taste for the geomet-
ric, the spare, and normative functionalism as
opposed to the ornamental frivolities of art
nouveau. However, fashion always deals in the
excessive and the exclusive. So, it is difficult to
clearly situate fashion in relation to modernity.
If by modernity we mean “the wish, at any his-
torical moment, to keep moving, to change, a
taste for the speed of history, without being
linked to a specific context”2, then, yes, of
course, fashion is resolutely modern (and will
remain so regardless). But, if we place our-
selves from the perspective of modern history,
and the project that, from the Enlightenment
until now, is defined as the continual progress
of reason for a better social order (and many
people think, like Habernas, that the modern
project is not “over yet”), then modernity
exceeds the domain of fashion, the long-term
aspect of modernity could not exist in the
short term returns that are so much a part of
fashion (and we could even recognise the fact
that modernity has a formidable aptitude for
“sedimenting” certain traits or phenomena
from fashion, keeping them, in a way despite
itself, in universalising nets, sublimating them
in the register of the timeless like so many fash-
ion fads that escape fashion). The career
trajectory of a designer like Courrèges is a
good illustration of this imbroglio of between
fashion and modernity, as a designer whose
career has always worked on a misunderstand-
ing. Haute couture played but a small part in
his master plan, as he was destined (in a 
modern perspective) to create mainly for
ready-to-wear. And indeed, Courrèges tried to
abandon haute couture on several occasions
but it always managed to catch up with him. In
the same way, Courrèges, who was interested
in design, in architecture, was one of the most
likely to make his plan modern, to work in the
direction of functionalism, and the rationality
applied to clothes, like Corbusier wanted to do
for buildings. This itinerary is in line with
modernity as a plan for emancipation, that
contributed to the image of a futuristic
Courrèges (an image he worked on by creating

temporalities”1. There is another manner to
point out this groping, this overlapping, or the
conflicting coexistence between the utopian
temporality of modernity, and the immobile
temporality of post-modernity.

4/ This leads to an interesting question as to
the place, or perhaps the non-place in which
fashion is thought and produced to resound
with modernity. What is the place of fashion?
Fashions are doubtless born in capital cities
(and the memory of their place of birth accom-
panies their movement, retrospectively
contributing to the notoriety of certain places
that would have ordinarily faded into obliv-
ion), but their mode of propagation, their
aptitude for scoffing at frontiers is level with an
art that itself tends, in the modern age and
with the help of the media and reproduction
techniques, to delocalise itself, to free itself
from any real connection to a particular loca-
tion (to the extent that it can provoke the
opposite phenomenon of re-conquering a
place). Fashion surfs on the waves of time, as it
moves from one place to another, in a sort of
early globalisation, indifferent to attaching
itself to any one location. Fashion aims for the
ephemeral of signs and their excess that will
only get bigger in the modern world, and not
the long-term trace inscribed in concrete
places and territories (it is indeed strange to
see how many locations that were once so
fashionable have now been abandoned, or
vaguely intended for an artistic makeover). It
was predestined that fashion, that supposes
merchandise as entertainment would choose
to set up in the famous passages so dear to
Walter Benjamin. If modern architecture man-
aged to make its mark it was by following on in
a direct line from modernity, as understood as
an objective measure and the projection of this
measure onto a world given over to calcula-
tions, reason and effectiveness, a project that
culminated in the Athens charter which was a
programme for the treatment of habitation
(the word treatment covering both its medical
and cybernetic meanings, in as much as later
on there would be a science for the “traite-
ment” (processing) of information). Archi-
tecture deals with measures and norms, it can



decors and clothes inspired by science fiction,
or intersidereal spaces that needed to be con-
quered). But this aim and emancipating vision,
this critical and strict approach to fashion,
came up against the imperatives of fashion as
being based on the new rather than the true,
the wished for or the good. So, in the entry
under Courrèges in the Encyclopaedia
Universalis, we can read: “The strict design
stance of the designer did not enable him to
incorporate, like so many designers of his gen-
eration, the influence of the “caftan” style or
the exotic style that came into fashion with the
hippy movement, or the “rustic” ecology that
inspired a renewal in ready-to-wear at the
beginning of the seventies. Faithful to his own
image of confident serenity, André Courrèges
persists in announcing the final victory of an
effective and spare style, while women’s fash-
ion, as a whole in the seventies was moving
towards the de-structuration of the garment
under the influence of Japanese designers, or,
denying “modern” values, to the “kitsch” or
“retro” styles to be followed in the eighties by
luxury baroque neo-romantic reminiscences,
or very spicy exoticism”. There exists in the
fashion movement and in the excess, exclusiv-
ity and exclusion that supports it, a tendency
toward the denial of the values that modernity
and even more so modernism had brought.

So can fashion be situated on the side of post-
modernity? Yes, most probably, if post-
modernity is also defined by this crisis in criti-
cism, a criticism that modernity had, on the
contrary, carried at the same time as novelty
value (but post modernity, while it is true that
fashion is also that incessant and interrupted
dialogue with the modern history it encompas-
ses and on which it feeds retrospectively
through the sedimentation effects we mentio-
ned above, has to be seen according to the
meaning given by Vattimo, after Heidegger,
given to the word from the German
Verwindung, or getting beyond what piously
preserves the memory of the ancient order,
rather than destroying it completely). For the
rest, we can question the meaning of the cult
of the ephemeral that exists in fashion, in a
time governed by the breathtakingly quick
expansion of recording and memory tech-

niques. It is also useful to remind ourselves
that fashion also feeds off cinema, photogra-
phy, and the ephemeral that it promotes as its
most subversive value, as its main motor for
permanent innovation and experimentation, is
an ephemeral that will be long-term through
archives, documents, all of the museum that
accompanies its expansion through the deve-
lopment of mass media. So, in those terms,
fashion, like the performing and ephemeral
arts whose birth is contemporary with the
popularisation of the video recording, and the
expansions of techniques and institutions
dedicated to the preservation and heritage of
art, to the extent that archives and documents
have become one of the major issues regar-
ding current art. In this way also, fashion is
postmodern, if postmodernism is a time mar-
ked by indecision of choices, the saturation of
signs, by excessive name checking, and by the
reign of simulacra and copies rather than that
of the “originals”, and by the conscience of the
fact, as Boris Groys said more or less, that
humans now know that they are two-legged
museums.
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